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armnera 4b1aa08a5c Reply.
hoasearmahumbphosk on March
16th, 2022 - 8:12pm. If Trump is

an alcoholic, then many who
assume he is a racist, a bigot

and a sexist are wrong. They are
clueless. I don't think anyone
should like a person like this.

akzrvof 26 d37bba280c Reply.
hoasearmahumbphosk on March

16th, 2022 - 8:12pm. Dealing
with this President is like dealing
with a drunk and he will not go

away. His drinking has been
going on for a long time. He will
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drink on the job, leave and then
get another wife and then get

drunk again. Nothing will change
with this man unless his drinking
destroys his health. And I think

that is a death sentence for him.
9roan27 7d3990f4d8 Reply.

hoasearmahumbphosk on March
16th, 2022 - 8:12pm. I can't
disagree with you more. The

thing about drinking is he is not
a teetotaler. He has been
married 5 times. In those

marriages, according to their
families, he has drunk a LOT and
after their divorce. A lot of those

women are interviewed after
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they say they have not seen him
in years because he was so

nasty. A lot of people know that
even as President, he is an

alcoholic. efkavb8 4434f917f1
Reply. hoasearmahumbphosk on

March 16th, 2022 - 8:12pm. I
agree with u. However, I think
that is another difference this
time is that Trump is a POTUS

rather than a PM. During the age
of Roosevelt, there was none.
The last example I can think of

was Eisenhower vs. FDR. He was
only a part-time resident and
was President of the ITI, not a
POTUS. Franklin Roosevelt was
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Chief of the EPA, the FBI, the
CFI, also a part-time resident. In

WWII, Roosevelt did leave his
POTUS power. 5ec8ef588b
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